HC-CBLB PRAYER - SOUL-TIES

Explanation Of Soul-Ties

Definition of soul-tie: any area of offense, some similar behavior that causes negative feelings or ungodly tie to someone.
Example: parent, spouse, grandparent, child, friend, and anything sexual.

Any time we have sex with someone, we take on all the good, and BAD generational sins that have not been repented of throughout their generations, all the way back to Adam. This process breaks those ties. If there are still memories, dreams or funny feelings that ensue during further relationships, you may want to repeat this process.

Prayer For Breaking Soul-Ties

I repent for having an un-natural tie for myself toward anyone other than You, YESHUA. I forgive _____________________________ (other person’s name) for _____________________________ (example: betrayal, abandonment, hurting my feelings, control, etc.)

LORD YESHUA, please come in and break the soul-tie between ___________________________ and myself.

I give back to ___________________________ (other person’s name) everything they gave to me and I take back everything I gave to them.

FATHER, now bless them as I give them back to you. Thank You. In Jesus’ name, Amen.
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